U.S. Registries Certified in 2009 for 2006 Incidence Data

Gold and Silver Level Certification Status of NAACCR U.S. Cancer Registries for 2006 Data

**Gold**
- Alabama Statewide Cancer Registry
- Alaska Cancer Registry
- Arkansas Cancer Registry
- California Cancer Registry
- Northern California Cancer Center
- Colorado Central Cancer Registry
- Connecticut Tumor Registry
- Delaware Cancer Registry
- Florida Cancer Data System
- Georgia Comprehensive Cancer Registry
- Metropolitan Atlanta & Rural Georgia SEER Registry
- Hawaii Tumor Registry
- Cancer Data Registry of Idaho
- Illinois State Cancer Registry
- Indiana State Cancer Registry
- State Health Registry of Iowa
- Kansas Cancer Registry
- Kentucky Cancer Registry
- Louisiana Tumor Registry
- Maine Cancer Registry
- Massachusetts Cancer Registry
- Michigan Cancer Surveillance System
- Metropolitan Detroit Cancer Surveillance System
- Minnesota Cancer Surveillance System
- Mississippi Cancer Registry
- Missouri Cancer Registry
- Nebraska Cancer Registry
- Nevada Statewide Cancer Registry
- New Hampshire State Cancer Registry
- New Jersey State Cancer Registry
- New York State Cancer Registry
- North Carolina Central Cancer Registry
- North Dakota Cancer Registry
- Oklahoma State Department of Health
- Oregon State Cancer Registry
- Pennsylvania Cancer Registry
- Rhode Island Cancer Registry
- South Carolina Central Cancer Registry
- Tennessee Cancer Registry
- Texas Cancer Registry
- Utah Cancer Registry
- Vermont Cancer Registry
- Virginia Cancer Registry
- Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
- Washington State Cancer Registry
- West Virginia Cancer Registry
- Wyoming Cancer Surveillance Program

**Silver**
- Cancer Surveillance Program of Los Angeles
- District of Columbia Cancer Registry
- Montana Central Tumor Registry
- New Mexico Tumor Registry
- South Dakota Cancer Registry
Canadian Registries Certified in 2009 for 2006 Incidence Data

Gold and Silver Level Certification Status
of NAACCR Canadian Cancer Registries for 2006 Data

Gold
- Alberta Cancer Registry
- Cancer Care Manitoba
- New Brunswick Provincial Cancer Registry
- Nova Scotia Cancer Registry
- Prince Edward Island Cancer Registry
- Saskatchewan Cancer Agency